Surround Sound Software Encoder

CD Professional
version

The Affordable way to
encode to DTS,
The Standard for
Surround Sound on CD
Finally, a great way to distribute Surround Sound
recordings. DTS Surround Sound decoders are
in millions of home sound systems, and in a
growing number of car sound systems. DTS
encoded sound has awesome transparency, and
SurCode makes it easy to encode your material.

Common questions
Q: How do I burn the encoded file onto a CD?
A: Any program that can record an audio CD will work, such as Adaptec’s
Easy CD Creator.
Q: How do I get the CD to increment the track number for each song.
A: The CD-burning software takes care of that for you. Just put your
soundfiles in a list, and each will have it’s own track number when you
play back the CD.
Q: Can you recommend software for mixing to Surround?
A: Check out Minnetonka’s Mx51. It makes mixing to Surround easy, and
also it has an integrated interface to SurCode.

SurCode accepts any 6 .wav or .aiff files,
and generates a DTS-encoded .wav file
that can be burned onto disk by any
program that can record audio CDs. It’s
that easy.

Q: Can I remix a stereo recording?
A: Yes, if you have the original multitrack recordings.
Q: How do I play back a DTS-encoded CD?
A: Connect the Digital Out from the CD player to the Digital Input of the
DTS decoder, or a receiver that has a built-in DTS decoder.
Q: Can I play a DTS-encoded CD from a DVD player?
A: Most DVD-players, when connected to a DTS decoder, can play
commercially-pressed DTS CD’s. Only a few can play recordable
CD’s (CD-R). Contact Minnetonka for details.
Q: What soundfile formats can I use?
A: SurCode will accept a sample rate of 44.1 kHz, and a bit depth of 16,
24, or 32 bits.
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